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Summary
Risk assessment is the essence of bank and thrift supervision.

Accurately

assessing risk can be difficult, however, because the environment in which depository
institutions operate is constantly changing.

As supervisors, we must remain alert to

changes in the institutions we supervise and to changes in the environment in which
they operate. Our examination approaches must evolve with changes in markets,
products, and technology.
There are broad similarities in the risks encountered by all depository
institutions. Consequently, the basic approaches of the federal banking agencies in
carrying out their supervisory responsibilities are also similar.
There are also differences among institutions.

Institutions may vary significantly

in terms of size and range of activities, rendering a “one size fits all” approach to
supervision inappropriate. Each regulator must tailor its approach to the particular mix
of risks presented by the institutions it regulates.
The OTS identifies risks at thrift institutions through a comprehensive program
of risk-focused supervision and examination. The program is designed to evaluate the
level of risk presented by an institution, the ability of the thrift institution’s
management’s to control the risk, and the thrift’s ability to absorb any losses that may
result from such risk taking.
The supervision process uses a combination of on-site examination and off-site
monitoring.

Each OTS individual examination is designed to focus on the most

significant risks associated with each thrift’s business strategies, financial condition,
and unique history and circumstances.

Detailed off-site evaluation procedures track

thrift performance between examinations.
OTS-regulated thrifts tend to focus on long-term lending, primarily residential
mortgage lending.

A long-term residential mortgage lender will encounter greater

interest rate risk than a short-term consumer or commercial lender. Consequently, we
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have devoted significant
monitoring

resources

system to supplement

to developing

a sophisticated

the standard risk assessment

interest rate risk
tools.

This program has enabled the OTS to quantify and compare
faced by individual thrift institutions
assessment
risk.

on a consistent

of the quality of each institution’s

The goal of OTS is to monitor

individual

institutions

adverse movements

basis.

procedures

the interest rate risk

It also facilitates a regular
for managing

and examine the systems and controls in place at

that are designed

to protect the institution

against unexpected

in interest rates.

To quantify interest rate risk, the OTS built a comprehensive
model.

interest rate

interest rate risk

The benefits of the model include:
Providing

0

a means of identifying

institutions

with high levels of

interest rate risk exposure;
0

Helping examiners

better understand

changes in risk exposure

within the thrift industry while facilitating
examiners
0

Generating

and thrift managers;
quarterly

thrift managers

a dialogue

between

and

interest rate risk exposure

with an independent

reports that provide

assessment

of the thrift’s

to -- not a substitute

for -- in-house

interest rate risk profile.
The OTS model serves as a supplement
modeling

and risk measurement.

and procedures
compliance,

governing

interest rate risk, to set exposure limits, to monitor

and tb generate regular internal reports.

OTS-regulated
operational

We require that each thrift develop written policies

thrifts are subject to many other risks such as credit risk,

risk, liquidity risk, legal and compliance

on-site and off-site monitoring,
thrift management

the OTS carefully

to control these risks.

risk, and strategic

monitors

risk.

and evaluates

OTS places special emphasis

Through

the efforts of

on ensuring that
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institutions

adopt and implement

sound risk management

strong internal controls and security,
The OTS is committed
process.

Any innovations

policies and procedures,

and adequate information

to the continual

or new approaches

help in the effective and efficient supervision

improvement
advanced

systems.

of its own risk assessment

by other regulators

of thrift institutions

that will

will be adopted

promptly
The OTS is also committed
approaches

to ensuring

are consistent and compatible

The bank regulators

that its supervisory

with those of the other banking agencies.

must continue to share ideas and work toward the development

consistent

and complementary

evaluating

depository

Risk assessment

examination

institutions

and inspection

in partnership

of

practices for use in

and their holding companies.

is a dynamic process that calls for continuous

OTS will continue to seek out ways to enhance supervision
working

and examination

innovation.

of the thrift industry,

with the other federal banking agencies.

The

I.

INTRODUCTION
Good morning,

opportunity

Mr. Chairman

and members

of the Committee.

to testify on how the Office of Thrift Supervision

(OTS) monitors

assesses risk at thrift institutions.

This oversight

the Committee

agencies to review and compare

and the regulatory

I appreciate

this

and

hearing provides a timely forum for
their supervisory

processes.
Risk assessment

It is, and has

is the essence of bank and thrift supervision.

always been, the heart and soul of the statutory mission
federal banking agencies.

Accurately

because the risks facing depository

assessing

of the OTS and the other

risk, however,

institutions

are constantly

can be difficult at times
changing.

supervisors

must be alert to new risks and to shifts in the environment

institutions

operate.

Unfortunately,
surprised
hindsight,
missed.

in which

often over the last 50 years, bank and thrift regulators

by problems

in the banking and thrift industries.

As a result, none of us are complacent.
and monitoring

have been

With the benefit of

we can see that often, there were early signs of emerging

our supervisory

As a result,

problems

We all are constantly

that we

striving to hone

activities so that we can identify the next big problem

earlier than the last one.
The tools used to monitor risk have evolved
significant

improvements

in their supervisory

examiners

into institutions

employed

in the examination

over time.

The agencies have made

tools since the days when we sent

to count the cash at each teller window.
process have changed.

examinations

Although

the tools

have always been

directed at risk assessment.
The risks faced by depository

institutions

are constantly

changes in the local economy and financial markets,
products,

the development

of new technology

changing.

Rapid

the creation of new financial

-- all of these pose a challenge

both to the
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industry

Reaction to the Model.

Recognizing the reporting burden arising

from the reports that institutions need to file each quarter, the OTS decided to exempt
small institutions (those that hold less than $300 million in assets) that have risk-based
capital ratios in excess of 12 percent. Despite this exemption, 87 percent of these
exempt institutions submit data to OTS on a voluntary

basis.

This suggests that the OTS Model and the customized analyses that it provides
are useful not only to OTS, but to thrifts as well. By producing a product that is useful
to the institutions we regulate, we implicitly reduce the regulatory reporting burden
associated with the Model.
The OTS Model has served OTS well and has been well received by the
financial and academic communities. We do not believe, however, it can serve as a
substitute for in-house interest rate risk models. We view the OTS model as a
supplement to -- not a substitute for -- in-house modeling and risk measurement. Risk
management is ultimately the responsibility of each thrift institution.

For this reason,

we strongly encourage all institutions to develop an in-house modeling capability.
B.

Thrift institutions have improved their internal management of
interest rate risk.

Most thrift managers have a healthy respect for the perils of interest rate risk.
The lessons of the 1970s and 1980s were painful. But the industry has made great
strides in understanding, managing, and controlling its exposure to interest rate risk. In
addition, because of regulatory reforms and financial innovations, interest rate risk has
become more mantigeable.
In the 197Os, the typical thrift institution was subject fo controls on both lending
and borrowing. On the lending side of the business, federal policy forced thrift
institutions to invest the bulk of their assets in long-term residential mortgages.

Federal

thrifts were not authorized to make adiustable-rate mortgagm,
laws in some states imposed interest rate ceilings on home loans and prohibited thrifts
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from exercising due-on-sale clauses. On the borrowing side of the business, thrift
institutions were subject to federal deposit rate ceilings that restricted their ability to
attract and retain deposits.
When it became clear that the regulatory restrictions on lending and borrowing
were exacerbating the interest rate risk problems facing the thrift industry, Congress
moved to enact reforms.

State laws imposing interest rate ceilings on home loans and

prohibiting due-on-sale clauses were preempted by federal law. Thrift institutions were
authorized to make adjustable rate mortgages and interest rate ceilings on deposits were
phased out. These reforms make it easier for thrifts to manage their interest rate risk
exposure. Although the reforms came too late to head off the crisis of the 198Os, their
benefits are now being realized.
New tools are also available today for interest rate risk management.

The

dramatic increase in interest rates and interest rate volatility that characterized the late
1970s and early 1980s created a strong demand for better and more varied tools for
managing and controlling interest rate risk. The financial markets responded to that
need with a host of new financial instruments, including new financial futures contracts,
interest rate swaps, and interest rate options (caps, floors, and collars). These new
instruments have made it possible for financial institutions to manage interest rate risk
effectively and efficiently.
The interest rate pressures of the late 1970s and early 1980s also prompted
thrifts to rethink their operating strategies. Most thrifts now offer adjustable-rate
mortgages.

In addition, some thrifts have changed their operating strategies to sell all

conforming fixed-iate mortgages they originate.
and non-conforming loans are retained.

Only their adjustable-rate mortgages

As a result, adjustable-rate mortgages today

account for 6.5 percent of the total dollar volume of single family mortgages held by the
thrift industry. These strategies serve to reduce the mismatch between duration of
assets and liabilities of the typical thrift institution, and thus to reduce interest rate risk.
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In addition to new risk management
of financial institutions
improved

to measure

significantly.

most sophisticated

analysis and stress testing,

financial institutions,

Notwithstanding

and operating

strategies,

the ability

and monitor their interest rate risk exposures

Simulation

interest rate risk throughout

products

has

once tools of only the

are now widely used in the management

of

the thrift industry.

the progress

made in monitoring

risk, there is no room for complacency

interest rate

on the part of thrifts or the OTS.

of interest rate risk have been identified,
continue to examine other regulatory

and controlling

not eliminated.

The dangers

To this end, the OTS will

strategies to combat excessive

interest rate risk.

We will continue to work with industry experts as well as the other banking agencies to
refine and enhance the OTS Model.
IV.

ASSESSMENT OF OTHER RISKS PRESENTED BY THRIFT
OPERATIONS
OTS-regulated

operational
risk.

thrifts are subject to a number of other risks such as credit risk,

risk, market risk, liquidity risk, legal and compliance

These are risks that are common

institutions.

I will separately

that the OTS uses to monitor
Credit Risk.

to most retail-oriented

insured-depository

address each risk and the specific supervisory

procedures

them.

Credit risk is the risk that borrowers,

securities will not repay their obligations
OTS procedures

risk, and strategic

require examiners

as contractually

counter parties, or issuers of
agreed.

to evaluate the quality of a thrift institution’s

lending policies,

including

standards

for credit underwriting

and management

reporting

systems.

Management

independent loan review and classification L”_svstem.
““‘~~~~ti;~“‘;j’~~~~‘iii,‘~~~~i~~~iiYI~~~~~~=~yy:*~”

is expected

and loan documentation
to establish and utilize an

OTS examiners

review thpcp
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V.

COORDINATION

OF RISK ASSESSMENT

As I noted at the outset, the risk assessment

PROGRAM

strategies

of the federal banking

agencies must keep pace with changes in the markets for financial services.
the agencies benefits from innovations
enhance the various supervisory
improvement

of others.

approaches.

of its own risk assessment

We applaud any efforts to review and

The OTS is committed

process.

Any innovations

to the continual
or new approaches

that we can apply to the thrift industry and that will assist us in supervising
institutions

more effectively

or efficiently

The OTS is also committed
approaches

are consistent

Increasingly,
supervised

financial companies

thrift

will be adopted promptly.

to ensuring that its supervisory

and compatible

Each of

and examination

with those of the other banking agencies.

are being formed that are comprised

by two or more of the federal banking agencies.

agencies be in a position to conduct joint interagency

of institutions

It is important

examinations

that the

or inspections

when

appropriate.
To avoid unnecessary

regulatory

burden while ensuring

risk do not slip between the cracks, the bank regulators
and work toward the development
practices

for use in evaluating

The Federal Financial
the Congress

of complementary

depository
Institutions

for the express purpose

exchange of ideas.

must continue

examination

institutions

areas of

to share ideas

and inspection

and their holding companies.

Examination

of facilitating

that important

Council (FFIEC)

interagency

was set up by

coordination

and the

We, along with the other banking agencies and the National Credit

Union Administration,
practical and established
and furthers Congress’

are active participants

on the FFIEC.

forum to facilitate a full exchange
mandate

possible in their regulatory

The FFIEC provides a
of risk assessment

that the agencies strive for uniformity

approaches.

ideas,

wherever
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VI.

CONCLUSION
By each of the key measures

of financial health -- capital, profitability,

quality -- the thrift industry today is sound.
levels of capital and steady earnings.
before the thrift crisis. The recovery

OTS-regulated

and asset

thrifts are posting record

Asset quality has returned

to levels common

of the thrift industry is good news, but this does

not mean that we can lower our guard.

The seeds of a future crisis are often sowed

during a period of relative financial health.
Accordingly,

since its inception,

risks through a comprehensive

program

As part of this effort, OTS has devoted
for monitoring

the OTS has made a concerted
of risk-focused
significant

and assessing interest rate risk.

supervision

resources

effort to identify

and examination.

to developing

But we recognize

a program

that our efforts cannot

stop there.
Risk assessment

is a dynamic

process that calls for continuous

OTS will continue to seek out ways to enhance supervision
working

in partnership

innovation.

of the thrift industry,

with the other federal banking agencies.

The

